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bstract

The empirical basis for legislation to limit cell phones while driving is addressed. A comprehensive meta-analysis of the effects of cell phones
n driving performance was performed. A total of 33 studies collected through 2007 that met inclusion criteria yielded 94 effect size estimates,
ith a total sample size of approximately 2000 participants. The dependent variables of reaction time, lateral vehicle control, headway and speed

nd the moderating variables of research setting (i.e., laboratory, simulator, on-road), conversation target (passenger, cell phone) and conversation
ype (cognitive task, naturalistic) were coded. Reaction time (RT) to events and stimuli while talking produced the largest performance decrements.
andheld and hands-free phones produced similar RT decrements. Overall, a mean increase in RT of .25 s was found to all types of phone-related
asks. Observed performance decrements probably underestimate the true behavior of drivers with mobile phones in their own vehicles. In addition,
rivers using either phone type do not appreciably compensate by giving greater headway or reducing speed. Tests for moderator effects on RT and
peed found no statistically significant effect size differences across laboratory, driving simulation and on-road research settings. The implications
f the results for legislation and future research are considered.

2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Many governments, institutions and corporations are inter-
sted in the safety implications of cell phone use while driving.
pproximately 44 countries have banned the use of handheld
hones while driving (Cellular-News, 2007; Sundeen, 2005). In
he U.S., passed legislation to date has been limited to three states
New York, Washington DC and California). Newfoundland is
he only province in Canada that has passed handheld legislation.
umerous corporations and institutions have also developed
olicies that prohibit employees from using cell phones while
riving. Many legislative bodies are in the process of consider-
ng a variety of restrictions on mobile phones. However, do the
ata justify these and similar prohibitions?

Research on cell phones and driving has been the focus of
large body of literature, especially over the past decade. The

rst study to specifically investigate the impact of cell phones
n driving was published by Brown et al. (1969). Today, the
olume of research on all aspects of driving with cell phones is
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ntal methods

bout a meter in width. However, the research on the dangers
f using mobile phones while driving is not consistent, with
ome arguing that the results represent an overreaction based on
aulty methods (Shinar et al., 2005). Policy makers need a firm
oundation upon which to make decisions. If driving while on a
ell phone is truly dangerous, then legislation prohibiting their
se should be more widely enacted. If the use of mobile phones
hile driving proves to have negligible effects, legislation that

hannels limited law enforcement time toward policing requires
onvergent and rigorous empirical support. Given this, we need
o summarize what is known.

Unfortunately, most previous efforts to review the research
egarding cell phones and driving have been traditional qualita-
ive literature reviews (e.g., Caird and Dewar, 2007; Goodman
t al., 1997; McCartt et al., 2006; National Transportation
afety Board, 2003). Though a popular methodology, there are

imitations in their ability to synthesize data as well as examine
n a systematic manner complex relations among the variables

f interest (Hunter and Schmidt, 1990). Rather, meta-analysis
s recommended.

Meta-analysis avoids some of the limitations of the standard
iterature review. It improves researchers’ ability to statistically

mailto:jkcaird@ucalgary.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2008.01.009
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ombine the results of many studies as well as reconcile con-
icting findings through the examination of moderators and
ediators (Rosenthal and DiMatteo, 2001). Importantly, meta-

nalysis enables a larger number of research dimensions to be
ncluded in the analysis. Meta-analysis encourages finding all
vailable studies and determining the extent to which attributes
f the set of studies support central hypotheses. Consequently,
he purpose of this paper is to meta-analytically estimate the true
ffects of cell phone interaction on driver performance. First,
e consider the findings of two previous meta-analyses on cell
hones and driving as well as how our present paper builds upon
heir limitations.

.1. Past meta-analyses on cell phones and driving

Two previous meta-analyses of cell phones and driving per-
ormance have been conducted, and these have served to inform
esearchers and policy makers. Horrey and Wickens (2006) ana-
yzed 23 studies and Caird et al. (2004) synthesized 22 studies,
oth covering the literature through 2004. Common to both stud-
es was a detrimental effect of cell phone use on reaction time
nd smaller effects on lateral control.

However, the research interest in cell phones and driver dis-
raction has continued with intensity since 2004, providing a
ufficient foundation for further updating the literature. Aside
rom considering a larger body of literature, the present meta-
nalysis systematically codes a wider range of effects than these
revious meta-analyses. Reaction time to events, lateral and lon-
itudinal vehicle control, and glance behavior are the general
ategories of measures that have been used in studies on cell
hones and driving. Other important variables, such as speed
nd headway, were not included in previous analyses and results
lsewhere are not entirely consistent.

For instance, knowing whether drivers compensate (e.g.,
educing speed or increasing headway) has been hypothesized
nd observed by a number of researchers (e.g., Ålm and Nilsson,
995), but other researchers have not found driver compensa-
ion (Ishida and Matsuura, 2001). Time or distance headway,
r how close a driver gets to a lead vehicle while engaged in
distraction task, indicates that drivers who are more engaged

n a conversation may come closer to the lead vehicle (Ranney
t al., 2004). To offset losses of perceived safety when using
cell phone, drivers may engage in adaptive or compensatory

ehaviors, such as increasing their following distance (Ålm and
ilsson, 1995) and decreasing their speed (Ålm and Nilsson,
994). In general, the pattern of results suggests that drivers
djust their headway when using a handheld phone, but not with
hands-free phone. Thus, inclusion of longitudinal control mea-
ures should provide a more complete picture of the trade-offs
rivers make when absorbed to varying degrees by cell phone
nteraction.

In addition to driver compensation, other variables may miti-
ate the effect of cell phones on driving performance. First, cell

hones and driving can be examined in a variety of experimental
ontexts, such as on the road and in driving simulators. Horrey
nd Wickens (2006) compared the results from field and simu-
ation studies and found that effect sizes were similar, with field

t
r
a
a
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tudies potentially showing greater costs. The simulation cate-
ory included laboratory tasks where no tracking was required
e.g., Consiglio et al., 2003). We argue that a separate category is
equired to distinguish between true driving simulation studies
nd laboratory tasks, as the latter may not adequately impose a
ufficient steering load on the driver. For example, Caird et al.
2004) found that laboratory tasks produced a larger effect size
stimate than either field or simulator studies. In addition, lab-
ratory studies may be relatively free of confounding variables
hat mask effects with additional experimental error. A more
horough investigation of this moderator variable has a number
f methodological implications.

Second, conversation with a passenger may or may not be
nalogous to conversation on a cell phone. Passengers may
djust when they speak to the driver because they are attuned to
hat is going on in traffic and with the road geometry. To date,
ost studies have found that passengers do not seem to regu-

ate their conversation with the driver (Gugerty et al., 2004) and
oth kinds of conversations are a source of distraction (Horrey
nd Wickens, 2006). However, a number of additional studies
ave appeared and the question of which source of distraction
mposes a greater load on the driver (i.e., cell phone or passenger)
equires reconsideration.

Third, Shinar et al. (2005) argues that the ‘phone tasks’ used
y experimenters to approximate conversations are not represen-
ative of real conversations. In contrast, other researchers used
aturalistic conversation where participants select from a list
f topics to discuss with an experimenter prior to entering the
esting sessions (e.g., Rakauskas et al., 2004). The experimental
asks, Shinar argues, are more likely to impose a higher cogni-
ive workload on a driver. However, Horrey and Wickens (2006)
ound higher effect size estimates for conversation tasks than
or experimental tasks, which is the opposite of Shinar’s (2005)
esults. A re-consideration of this issue with more studies may
econcile this discrepancy.

Fourth, the pattern of effects for older drivers is also some-
hat equivocal. The impact of cell phones on older drivers

ppears to be more detrimental in some studies (Brookhuis et
l., 1991), but not others (Ålm and Nilsson, 1995). Synthesis of
ffects based on available studies serves to clarify this important
ndividual difference.

Finally, a number of important statistical issues have not been
ufficiently addressed by these earlier meta-analyses on cell
hone use while driving, such as zero-coding of effect sizes and
ailsafe-N estimates. For example, McCartt et al. (2006, p. 96)
ritiques the results of an earlier version of Horrey and Wickens
2006), not only for failing to include studies that included other
riving measures (besides RT and tracking), but also for inad-
quately accounting for publication bias, where specific results
ave been systematically excluded. For example, many stud-
es simply do not report non-significant effects. If these are
gnored, it biases the results upwards, making the average effect
ize larger than it should be. Alternatively, we could estimate

hese non-significant effects as zero. Unfortunately, this simply
everses the bias and leads to an underestimate of the aver-
ge effect size (Pigott, 1994). Both Horrey and Wickens (2006)
nd Caird et al. (2004) used this second approach to code non-
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Table 1
List of studies and effects coded included in the meta-analysis

No. Study Phone type Dependent measures Conversation target Setting Conversation type

1 Ålm and Nilsson (1994) HF v. Base Lat. pos., speed Cell Sim. Cognitive
2 Ålm and Nilsson (1995) HF v. Base RT Cell Sim. Cognitive
3 Amado and Ulupinar (2005) HF v. Base RT Cell, Passenger Sim. Cognitive
4 Beede and Kass (2005) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos., speed Cell Lab. Cognitive
5 Brookhuis et al. (1991) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos. Cell On-road Cognitive
6 Burns et al. (2002) HH, HF, Base RT Cell, Passenger Sim. Cognitive
7 Burns et al. (2003) HF v. Base RT Cell Sim. Cognitive
8 Chisholm et al. (2006) HF v. Base RT. Lat. pos., speed Cell Sim. Naturalistic
9 Consiglio et al. (2003) HF, HH, Base RT Cell, Passenger Lab. Naturalistic

10 Cooper et al. (2003) HF v. Base RT, speed Cell On-road Cognitive
11 Graham and Carter (2001) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos. Cell Lab. Cognitive
12 Gugerty et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT Cell, Passenger Lab. Cognitive
13 Horberry et al. (2006) HF v. Base Speed Cell Sim. Cognitive
14 Horswill and McKenna (1999) HF v. Base RT, Head Cell Lab. Cognitive
15 Irwin et al. (2000) HH v. Base RT Cell Lab. Naturalistic
16 Kircher et al. (2004) HH, HF, Base RT, Lat. pos., Head, speed Cell Sim. Cognitive
17 Laberge et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos., speed Cell, Passenger Sim. Cognitive
18 Lui and Lee (2005) HF v. Base Speed Cell On-road Cognitive
19 Lui and Lee (2006) HF v. Base Lat. pos., speed Cell On-road Cognitive
20 McCarley et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos. Cell Lab. Naturalistic
21 McPhee et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT Cell Lab. Cognitive
22 Parkes and Hööijmeijer (2001) HF v. Base RT Cell Sim. Cognitive
23 Patten et al. (2004) HH, HF, Base RT Cell On-road Cognitive
24 Rakauskas et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos., speed Cell Sim. Naturalistic
25 Ranney et al. (2004) HF v. Base RT, Lat. pos., Head, speed Cell Sim. Cognitive
26 Shinar et al. (2005) HF v. Base Lat. pos., speed Cell Sim. Naturalistic, cognitive
27 Strayer and Drews (2004) HF v. Base RT, Head, speed Cell Sim. Naturalistic
28 Strayer et al. (2003) HF v. Base RT, Head Cell Sim. Naturalistic
29 Strayer and Johnston (2001) HH, HF, Base RT Cell Lab. Naturalistic
30 Uno and Hiramatsu (2000) HF v. Base Speed Cell On-road Cognitive
31 de Waard et al. (2001) HH v. Base Lat. pos., speed Cell Sim. Cognitive
32 Waugh et al. (2000) HH v. Base Speed Cell On-road Cognitive
33 Woo and Lin (2001) HH v. Base RT Cell Sim. Naturalistic
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ote: HH is handheld, HF is hands-free, Base is baseline, RT is reaction time,
im. is driving simulator and Lab. is laboratory.

ignificant differences, meaning that true effects are likely larger
han previously reported.

The preferred methodology for dealing with unreported
ffects is simply to minimize the issue as much as possible. By
ontacting the study authors directly, they can often provide the
eeded information (Lipsey and Wilson, 2001), which was the
pproach taken here. Furthermore, we also calculated failsafe-N,
measure of our results’ stability. It determines how many “file
rawer” studies (i.e., non-reported results) would be necessary
o invalidate our findings.

. Methods

.1. Literature search

A comprehensive search for references, which was con-
ucted over the span of approximately 4 years, used a variety
f techniques including querying databases (e.g., SafetyLit,

ttp://www.safetylit.org, PSYCinfo), cross-referencing bibli-
graphies from reviews (e.g., Goodman et al., 1997; National
ransportation Safety Board, 2003), index searches of pro-
eedings (e.g., Human Factors and Ergonomics Society,

m
r
a

is headway, Lat. pos. is lateral position, Cell is cellular or mobile telephone,

ransportation Research Board), backtracking references from
rticles, conversations with numerous colleagues, contacting
ditors and authors, and searching the Internet. Acquisition of
ublished and lower-circulation publications, such as technical
eports was integral to the search process. Frequently, studies
ppeared in multiple sources, such as a proceedings paper, a
echnical report and/or a journal. Variations of this publication
rogression are common in the human factors literature. Either
he most complete form of a study (e.g., technical report) or
he highest quality outlet (i.e., a peer reviewed journal) was
sed. Publication redundancies were carefully eliminated, and
tatistical results were cross-checked across versions.

After the elimination of publication redundancies, a total of
06 studies were obtained that were published from 1969 to
007. A number of additional studies did not meet independent
nd dependent variable criteria for inclusion. For the dependent
ariable, studies needed to measure: reaction time, headway,
peed or lateral control.
Of the remaining studies, many failed to adequately report
ethodological details and statistical information including null

esults or, most commonly, critical post hoc tests. For example,
uthors frequently report only main effects tests but not criti-

http://www.safetylit.org/
http://www.psycinfo.org/
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al follow-up tests. To address this shortcoming, approximately
0 authors were contacted to obtain additional statistical and
ethodological information. Approximately half of these pro-

ided the requested information. This left us with 33 studies or
1% of the original set.

.2. Coding procedures

A total of 33 studies contributed 94 effects size entries.
complete list of studies and coded categories is found in

able 1 and their citations are listed in the references. Entries
ere double-coded and discrepancies were reconciled through

eviewing the original study and analytical discussion. The cod-
ng categories of the study were: (i) phone type, (ii) dependent

easures, (iii) research setting, (iv) type of conversation and (v)
onversation target.

The first of these coding categories, phone type, was either
andheld or hands-free. The second category, dependent vari-
ble, consisted of: reaction time (RT), lateral position, headway
nd speed. RT included measures of responses to stimuli, such
s peripheral signals typical of secondary task probes (Patten et
l., 2004) and events, such as the sudden emergence of a pedes-
rian (Laberge et al., 2004). Four studies specifically compared
ounger and older drivers on RT, and the mean age of older driver
amples ranged from 64 to 69 years of age (Ålm and Nilsson,
995; McCarley et al., 2004; McPhee et al., 2004; Strayer and
rews, 2004). Lateral vehicle control included standard devia-

ion of lane position (SDLP) and similar measures of deviation
ithin a lane. Headway included the distance to a vehicle in

ront of a driver in time or distance. Speed was operational-
zed as mean velocity. The third category, the research setting,
as categorized into laboratory, simulation and on-road. The
ost commonly used laboratory task was tracking, an approx-

mation of steering. Driving simulation had approximations of
teering and the visual traffic environment and varied from the
ational Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS), which is the
ost advanced driving simulator in the world (Ranney et al.,

004), to low-fidelity simulators. The on-road category included
tudies that were conducted on test tracks and on actual road-
ays, frequently using instrumented vehicles.
The fourth category, conversation target, was coded as either

assenger or non-passenger. Studies where someone other than
he driver was seated in the vehicle and engaged in the con-
ersation was coded as “passenger”. In other studies, the driver
onversed with someone who was not in the vehicle, often an
xperimental confederate who guided the conversation in topic
nd pace.

The fifth category, conversation type, was coded as either
n information-processing or experimental task or a naturalis-
ic conversation. A number of information processing tasks have
een used including word and mathematics games. For instance,
he paced serial addition task or PASAT (Baddeley et al., 1985)

as been used in a number of cell phone studies to approximate
onversation (e.g., Brookhuis et al., 1991). Protocols for natural-
stic conversations typically have participants select a number
f topics from a list to be discussed during the course of the
xperimental drives (e.g., Rakauskas et al., 2004).

t
t

r
t
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.3. Meta-analytic method

Statistical values (i.e., p, F, t) were extracted from the iden-
ified studies and converted to correlation effect sizes (i.e., res).
ffect sizes were only analyzed where at least three coefficients
ere available, which is the typical minimum standard (Lipsey

nd Wilson, 2001). Where the combined effect size is based on
ewer studies, the value can be unstable. All computations were
erformed using MetaExcel (Steel, 2006), except for the mod-
rator analysis, which was conducted using SPSS (v.14). Aside
rom summarizing the weighted mean effect size (i.e., rc and
ohen’s d), the following additional analyses were conducted.

Confidence intervals (CoI) indicate the precision with which
e are able to calculate the mean effect size. Credibility intervals

CrI) is an estimate of generalizability, reflecting the range of
ffect sizes that likely contain any specific situation. The larger
he CrI, the more likely there are significant moderator effects.
onsequently, we can have small confidence intervals, indicat-

ng we know the mean effect size precisely, but wide credibility
ntervals, indicating that specific effect sizes may differ widely
rom situation to situation (Whitener, 1990; Steel, 2007).

To account for situation-specific effects, weighted least
quares (WLS) regression is recommended (Steel and
ammeyer-Mueller, 2002). Each case is weighted by the inverse
f sampling error, providing significantly more accurate results
han alternative meta-analytic moderator techniques. Finally, we
alculated failsafe-N. Failsafe-N calculations estimate the num-
er of null results, when combined with the current set of effects,
hat would be needed to reduce a meta-analytic co-efficient to

.10 (i.e., a small correlation with lower practical significance;
osenthal, 1995).

. Results

As per Table 2, results of the meta-analyses are organized into
ean effect sizes for reaction time, lateral positioning, head-
ay and speed. Moderator variables – which included research

etting, conversation target and conversation type – appear in
ables 3 and 4. To cast the results in terms of relevant values
Lipsey and Wilson, 2001), Table 5 reports an analysis of 26 stud-
es that specifically examined reaction time (RT) increases while
sing cell phones. Finally, failsafe-N estimates are presented in
able 6.

.1. Mean effect sizes

.1.1. Reaction time
Table 2 lists the number of effect sizes (k) combined to cal-

ulate the mean effect size, the number of participants (N), two
xpressions of effect size (i.e., rc and Cohen’s d), as well as
he lower (L) and upper (U) limits of the credibility (CrI) and
onfidence (CoI) intervals (see previous section for descrip-
ion). Because both rc and d provide redundant information,

he analysis will focus on rc as the summary statistic.

The effect on RT when talking on either a handheld (HH;
c = .546) or hands-free (HF; rc = .460) phone was equivalent
o the mean effect size of the two previous meta-analyses. The
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Table 2
Meta-analyses of the effects of cell-phone use on driving performance variables

Variable k N rc d 95% CrI 95% CoI

L U L U

Reaction time
Hands-free vs. baseline 37 1263 .460 1.03 .10 .82 .38 .53
Handheld vs. baseline 5 170 .546 1.29 −.17 1.00 .17 .92
Hands-free vs. handheld 3 118 .063 .12 .00a .00a −.02 .14
Younger vs. older drivers 4 140 .515 1.19 .06 .97 .26 .77

Lateral positioning
Hands-free vs. baseline 15 456 −.152 .31 −.98 .68 −.39 .09

Headway
Hands-free vs. baseline 5 224 .176 .36 −.39 .74 −.14 .49

Speed
Hands-free vs. baseline 17 495 .230 .47 −.34 .80 .06 .40
Handheld vs. baseline 5 160 .394 .85 .00a .00a .26 .52
Hands-free vs. handheld 3 128 .135 .27 −.54 .81 −.39 .66

Note: k, Number of samples; N, total sample size; rc, weighted mean correlations corrected for reliability; d, Cohen’s d-effect size transformed from rc; CrI, credibility
interval; CoI, confidence interval.

a A .00 credibility interval reflects zero residual variance after accounting for sampling error variance.

Table 3
Moderator analyses for the effects of hands-free cell phone use on reaction time

Variable k N rc d 95% CrI 95% CoI R2 F

L U L U

Research setting
Simulator vs. on-road 18 559 .422 .93 .11 .73 .32 .53 .140 3.419
Laboratory vs. simulator 14 528 .489 1.12 .18 .80 .38 .60 .027 .836
On-road vs. laboratory 5 176 .491 1.12 −.06 1.00 .19 .80 .055 .990

Conversation target
Cell phone 28 853 .470 1.06 .11 .83 .38 .56 .007 .217
Passenger 7 306 .468 1.06 .15 .79 .31 .63

Conversation type
Cognitive 21 845 .417 .92 .09 .74 .32 .51 .035 1.024
Naturalistic 9 260 .480 1.09 .07 .89 .30 .66

N ted m
f

d
t
t
b

o

T
M

V

R

C

N
f

ote: * p < .05. k, Number of samples; N, total number of data points; rc, weigh
rom rc; CrI, credibility interval; CoI, confidence interval.

irection of the effect size difference indicated that slower reac-

ion times (RT) resulted from conversing on either type of phone
han in baseline conditions. The values reported for HH versus
aseline studies ranged from .54 to .90, with the exception of

s
(
a

able 4
oderator analyses for the effects of hands-free cell phone use on driving speed

ariable k N rc d 95%

L

esearch setting
Simulator 11 337 .338 .72 −.11
On-road 5 122 .074 .15 −.49

onversation type
Cognitive 13 391 .227 .46 −.38
Naturalistic 3 84 .140 .28 .04

ote: *p < .05. k, Number of samples; N, total number of data points; rc, weighted m
rom rc; CrI, credibility interval; CoI, confidence interval.
ean correlations corrected for reliability; d, Cohen’s d-effect size transformed

ne outlier reporting −.03. Study effect size outliers may repre-

ent imperfect methodological quality or measurement artifacts
Huffcutt and Arthur, 1995). In general, the influence of this,
nd outliers in subsequent analyses, is intended to illustrate the

CrI 95% CoI R2 F

U L U

.79 .16 .51 .226 4.08

.63 −.27 .42

.83 .02 .43 .029 .425

.24 −.13 .41

ean correlations corrected for reliability; d, Cohen’s d-effect size transformed
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Table 5
Mean reaction time increases (i.e., drive with distraction—baseline drive), standard deviation of difference means, number of studies and number of participants

Variable or condition Mean increase in reaction time (s)a Standard deviation (s) Number of studies Number of participants

All distraction tasks .25 .28 26 1170

Age
Younger drivers .19 .26 5 83
Older drivers .46 .56 5 59

Task
Handheld phone .21 .16 5 157
Hands-free phone .18 .29 16 518
Cognitive task .33 .39 10 292
Conversation .14 .13 11 348
Dial/enter number .36 .12 6 511
Converse with passenger .20 .13 3 84
Listen to radio/other .05 .03 3 88

Event or stimuli
BRTb, lead vehicle brakes .36 .42 7 630
BRT, light change at intersection .18 .19 5 504
BRT, pedestrian .19 .09 3 472
RT, peripheral detection .20 .15 3 124
BRT/RT, abstract S-Rc .19 .26 3 68
RT, simple .17 .12 6 146

i
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a Means are averaged by study.
b Brake reaction time is analogous to perception response time (PRT).
c S-R is stimulus-response.

nfluence of specific values on the mean effect. By removing this
tudy (i.e., −.03), the meta-analytic coefficient increases to .772
ith variance accounted for increasing from 8% to almost 18%.
Consistent with our similar meta-analytic findings for HH and

F were three studies that compared them directly. The effect
izes of HF versus HH phone studies did not differ appreciably
rom one another (rc = .063), both having similar decrements on

river reaction time.

Four studies tested differences in performance between older
nd younger drivers. As might be expected, older drivers were

able 6
ailsafe-N estimates for meta-analytic effect sizes

ariable r-Original Failsafe-N

eaction time
Handsfree vs. baseline .460 153.59
Handheld vs. baseline .546 27.39
Handsfree vs. handheld .063 n/a
Younger vs. older drivers .520 19.92

ateral positioning
Handsfree vs. baseline .152 7.96

eadway
Handsfree vs. baseline .176 3.87

peed
Handsfree vs. baseline .230 22.93
Handheld vs. baseline .394 16.31
Handsfree vs. handheld .135 n/a

ote: r-Original, Meta-analytic correlation generated in current study (see
able 2); failsafe-N, number of unpublished papers with an average correla-

ion of zero required to equal r-criterion. For all variables above, r-criterion,
.10 (proposed “true score” correlation due to publication bias); r-failsafe-N,

00 (estimated average value for unpublished studies).
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lower reacting to events and stimuli while conversing than
ounger drivers (rc = .515).

.1.2. Lateral positioning
Studies were coded in a positive direction if driver perfor-

ance in the HF condition was more variable than in the baseline
ondition, and negative when baseline was more variable than
he HF condition. Too few studies with a HH phone condition

easured lateral control to be meta-analyzed. The results indi-
ate a negative corrected value of −.152, which means that
articipants in the HF condition were more variable in their
ateral performance than those in the baseline condition. The
elative size of the mean effect size indicates that measures of
ateral control or lane tracking had minimal impact on driver
erformance while conversing on the phone, but across stud-
es these effects were quite variable. The coefficients compiled
or testing lateral control in the hands-free versus baseline con-
ition range from .73 to −.72. A meta-analysis can synthesize
nconsistent literatures, and correct for many statistical artifacts.
owever, the 15 studies analyzed yielded minimal reconciliation
f essentially contradictory results.

.1.3. Headway
A similar coding strategy was used for headway as was used

or lateral positioning. A positive value indicated that in the
F condition a greater headway was adopted, whereas a neg-

tive value indicated that baseline performance yielded greater
eadway. Participants who used a HF phone allowed somewhat

reater headway than in the baseline condition. However, the
ffect size was relatively small (rc = .176) and confidence inter-
als crossed zero. By removing the outlier study (−.22) from
his analysis, the effect size of .176, which accounts for 17%
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f the variance, increased to .413 with 97% variance accounted
or. The influence of the outlier study masks the larger headway
een in the other two studies in response to being on a hands-free
hone.

.1.4. Speed
After RT, mean speed was the second most commonly used

easure across studies. A higher speed in the baseline condi-
ion was coded as positive, whereas a negative value indicated
hat using a cell phone resulted in driving faster. The positive
alues for HH and HF phones compared to baseline indicated
hat use of either type of phone resulted in slower speeds com-
ared to baseline. The comparison between HH and HF indicated
lightly slower speeds for those driving with a handheld phone
n that the mean effect size difference for HF versus baseline
rc = .230) was less than the difference between HH versus base-
ine (rc = .394). Drivers with handheld phones appear to reduce
heir speed slightly more than those with hands-free phones.
hree studies directly compared HH and HF phone use and
peed-related driving performance. Kircher et al. (2004) found
hat HF slowed more than HH, and Patten et al. (2004), who
ontributed two effect sizes, indicated HH slowed more than
F. The net effect size (rc = .135) favors the contribution with

wo studies.

.2. Moderator variables

Using WLS regression, the moderator analyses are summa-
ized in Table 3 for RT and in Table 4 for speed. Only HF cell
hones were analyzed as there was consistently insufficient num-
ers of primary studies testing the effects of HH phones. No
oderator analyses were significant.
Reaction time was not significantly moderated by either con-

ersation target or type of conversation, indicating that talking
ith a passenger or another person on a cell phone has approx-

mately equal costs on RT performance. Similarly, cognitive
asks and naturalistic conversations resulted in comparable RT
erformance decrements. Cognitive and naturalistic conversa-
ions differed slightly, but not significantly, in their effect on
peed such that cognitive tasks produced slightly greater speed
eductions by drivers.

This absence of significant differences between conditions
ay be because statistical power is an issue here—there was a

elatively small number of coefficients available in each case.
Given this issue of statistical power, we expect that research

etting may be an exception. For both RT and speed, the con-
rast between simulator and on-road research generated effects of
2 = .140 and .226, respectively. Both also approached statistical
ignificance, with p = .079 for RT and p = .063 for speed. Con-
equently, hands-free phone conversation may result in greater
peed reductions during simulation studies than on-road. Cal-
bration of perceived speed in driving simulators is frequently
ore difficult than actual driving due to the lack of binocular
epth cues, among other visual information. As a result, drivers
ay have been less attentive to their speed maintenance while

onversing. However, this effect only approached significance.
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.3. In-depth RT analyses

The primary purpose of the in-depth RT analysis was to make
vailable to researchers and practitioners as many studies as pos-
ible in a form that was tangible (Lipsey and Wilson, 2001). The
esulting categorized results may benefit researchers, accident
econstruction experts, modelers and policy makers who are
eeking specific data about cell phone tasks or stimuli (Olson
nd Farber, 2003). To provide estimates of the impact of var-
ous independent variables on RT while using a cell phone,
6 studies, which partially overlapped with studies included in
he meta-analysis, were analyzed in greater depth. Inclusion in
his analysis was dependent on the availability of both base-
ine and RT means from text, tables or figures. A number of
ategories were coded including the age of participants (e.g.,
ounger, older drivers), the task that the driver had to perform
hile driving (e.g., handheld, hands-free, conversation, dialing,

istening), and the event or stimuli that the driver had to respond
o while driving (e.g., lead vehicle braking, intersection yellow
ight, pedestrian incursion). Means were calculated based on
tudy and not weighted by the number of participants within
study. This was done to constrain the contribution of certain

aboratories where multiple cell phone studies used RT (Lipsey
nd Wilson, 2001; Rosenthal and DiMatteo, 2001). Results of
he in-depth RT analysis are shown in Table 5.

The mean increase in seconds of RT over baseline, the stan-
ard deviation of this mean, the number of studies included in
he calculation and the number of participants from the studies
re listed. The independent variable categories of age, task and
vent or stimuli compose entry groupings. Overall, the average
ncrease in RT for all tasks was .25 s. Younger drivers were less
ffected by cell phone tasks (.19 s) than older drivers (.46 s).
andheld (.21 s) and hands-free (.18 s) phones both increased
T. The use of a cognitive task to approximate a cell phone
onversation had a higher RT cost (.33 s) than naturalistic con-
ersation (.14 s) compared to baseline measures. Dialing or
ntering a number also had a relatively higher RT cost (.36 s).
ith the exception of lead vehicle braking (.36 s), other events

r stimuli exacted approximately the same RT increase (.20 s).
verall, reaction time decrements varied somewhat depending
n age, task, event or stimuli.

.4. Failsafe-N estimates

The results do not appear to be susceptible to publication
ias. As per Table 6, many of the estimates in the current study
re quite robust. For example, about 154 additional null-effect
tudies would be required to reduce the difference in RT between
alking on a hands-free phone and a baseline condition.

Conversely, some of the other estimates, specifically where
here were few studies available to meta-analyze, are less resis-
ant to the file drawer problem. The relative stability of the effect
izes is also evident in the results where outliers were considered.

or example, lateral positioning and headway effect sizes may
e reduced to a marginal level of practical significance with the
ddition of eight and four studies with null results, respectively.
owever, cell phone conversations do not appear to affect lateral
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ehicle control or induce drivers to increase following distance
o a great extent anyway. Overall, the number of studies required
o reduce the RT or speed effect sizes to a marginal level is suf-
ciently large that future and file-drawer studies are not likely

o affect these results.
The influence of publication bias on results and the use of

ailsafe-N estimates to set limits on the influence of unpub-
ished insignificant results (Rosenthal, 1995) is debatable. For
nstance, Scargle (2000) goes so far as to conclude that “fail-
afe file-drawer (FSFD) analysis is irrelevant because it treats
he inherently biased file drawer as unbiased and gives grossly
rong estimates of the size of the file drawer” (p. 102). However,
ublication of results in this domain such as technical reports,
onference proceedings and journal articles reduces the likeli-
ood that there are other studies out there sitting in file drawers.
n addition, we made extensive efforts to contact authors to
nclude as many additional studies as practically possible. Based
n the variety of publication outlets available and efforts to con-
act authors to include additional studies, the influence of the
le drawer problem on our reported results is probably less of
n issue than in other meta-analysis domains.

. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to synthesize a section of
he overall body of literature on driving performance and cell
hones so that a number of convergent results could be clearly
rticulated, and that inconsistent findings reported in primary
tudies may be resolved. By providing more precise estimates
f driver performance with cell phones, legislation, public policy
nd future research are expected to benefit. The results presented
ncompass a larger body of research, improve on the statistics
sed in previous meta-analyses and examine a number of new
nalyses. Specific results are prioritized and implications for
egislation and future research considered.

Foremost, cell phone conversation while driving increases
eaction time to events and stimuli. This result is unequivocal in
his meta-analysis and is consistent with previous meta-analyses
n this literature (Caird et al., 2004; Horrey and Wickens, 2006).
he meta-analytic estimates for the effects on RT range from

460 to .546. The total mean increase in RT analysis was .25 s
or all manipulations in the in-depth RT analysis. Further, the
ddition of either potentially excluded (i.e., file drawer) or future
tudies with null results is unlikely to change this result.

Handheld and hands-free phones produced similar mean RT
ffect sizes, such that the meta-analytic estimates for each type
f phone were essentially the same (see Table 2). Common
ense and urban legend suggest that hands-free phones may
e safer to use while driving, but handheld and hands-free
hones produced similar performance decrements. This result
as important implications for legislative restrictions and vehicle
nd device manufacturers of hands-free in-vehicle systems.

Restrictions on cell phone use appear to be only loosely

nformed by science and have almost been exclusively directed at
andheld mobile phones (Sundeen, 2005). However, hands-free
nd handheld phones produce comparable crash risks (McEvoy
t al., 2005) and similar driver reaction time decrements (see

o
m
a
(
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ables 2 and 5). Extensions to existing legislation and broader
ew legislation that encompasses hands-free devices seems to
ogically follow from epidemiological and driver performance
esearch. However, the pragmatic issue of how a police officer
ill observe hands-free use is problematic. Hands-free device
se also has the potential to be confused with passenger conver-
ation, which society regards as acceptable. Similar costs to RT
ere found for conversations over the phone and with passen-
ers (see Table 4), and interactions with passengers are a primary
ategory of distraction-related crashes (Caird and Dewar, 2007;
hen et al., 2000; Stutts et al., 2001). That hands-free and passen-
er distractions represent a crash risk will be difficult to change
rom the prevailing societal view of acceptability.

McCartt et al. (2006) argues that cell phone restrictions may
nly be partially successful, because compliance with cell phone
estrictions is transient (McCartt and Geary, 2004). After legisla-
ion restrictions are introduced, observed rates of cell phone use
hile driving drops. Over time cell phone use increases, but does
ot necessarily return to pre-legislation levels. In an analysis of
he effectiveness of the Washington DC restrictions, McCartt
nd Hellinga (2007) found that enforcement of cell phone bans
roduced longer term reductions in use.

Do drivers compensate for potential RT decrements? Drivers
ith handheld phones appear to reduce their speed slightly
ore than those with hands-free phones. The mean effect size

ifferences for HF versus baseline (rc = .230) and HH versus
aseline (rc = .394) are interesting from a driver adaptation view-
oint. However, the number of studies where direct comparisons
etween HH and HF phones were made is insufficient to con-
lude that drivers compensate to the imposed cell phone use
emands. As a working hypothesis, drivers may be more aware
f the potential safety threats imposed by handheld phones and
educe their speed to a greater degree than those conversing
n hands-free phones. The physical presence of the phone in the
and may provide a reminder for the driver to compensate. More
esearch is needed that compares HH and HF phones directly.

Cell phone conversations did not affect headway and lateral
ontrol measures appreciably. Drivers do not seem to consis-
ently increase their following distance while on hands-free
hones. The relative size of the mean effect indicates that mea-
ures of lateral control or lane tracking had minimal impact
n driver performance while conversing on the phone, but that
cross studies measures were quite variable. Headway was
ffected by a single outlier, whereas lateral control results were
ntirely inconsistent. This may be perhaps due to the inclusion
f a number of measurements into this category. The number of
tudies available was relatively small for headway and further
esearch with more consistent measurement is recommended.

The results of this meta-analysis most likely represent opti-
istic estimates of actual performance decrements that drivers

xperience in their own vehicles. Drivers know that they are
eing observed and most likely perform to the best of their abil-
ties given the experimental demands. Yet despite these more

ptimal performance conditions, RT decrements were still com-
on. Actual driving behavior is likely to reflect behaviors that

re worse than those observed in the studies examined here
Evans, 2004).
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The meta-analysis and the in-depth RT analysis of older and
ounger driver performance provide convergent evidence for
lder drivers having slower RT performance while using cell
hones. The mean effect size difference between younger and
lder RT was .515, which indicates older driver performance was
ffected to a greater degree than younger drivers. Four studies
nvestigated the RT of older drivers while they used cell phones
Ålm and Nilsson, 1995; McCarley et al., 2004; McPhee et al.,
004; Strayer and Drews, 2004). None of the samples of older
rivers from these studies exceeded 75 years of age, and thus the
erformance effects calculated here for older drivers probably
nderestimate the actual decrements.

Novice driver performance with cell phones has also received
imited research focus (Chisholm et al., 2006; Greenberg et al.,
003; Shinar et al., 2005) and could not be meta-analyzed.
estrictions of cell phone use during a graduated licensing

GDL) period are being considered by many jurisdictions
Sundeen, 2005) based on a recommendation of the National
ransportation Safety Board (2003). However, a solid empirical
asis for this recommendation that is based on multiples studies
s not yet available.

One obvious measure of cell phones and driving is crashes. A
imited number of driving performance studies report collisions
Chisholm et al., 2006; Strayer and Drews, 2004). An in-depth
nvestigation of five deaths and two injuries by the National
ransportation Safety Board (2003) illustrates how using a cell
hone contributed to the probable cause of the crash. Failures
o detect hazards, underestimation of vehicle gaps and crashes
ere not possible to address in this meta-analysis and require

uture consideration.
For reaction time and speed moderator analyses, on-road

tudies produced similar effects to those from laboratory and
imulation settings. These results are somewhat surprising
ecause researchers often assume that laboratory tasks, for
nstance, have little or no resemblance to driving and thus are
ot necessarily generalizable. The results of our moderator anal-
sis do not support the widely held belief that a single research
aradigm or method is necessarily better than others. The most
ommon form of this argument is that only on-road studies can
ield valid and reliable results (Carsten and Brookhuis, 2005;
lauer et al., 2006). Each method has a number of strengths and
eaknesses that impact internal and external validity. At least

or cell phone conversations, the pattern of results is convergent
cross methods. Methods used by inexperienced researchers can
esult in low research quality, and our review of almost all studies
n this domain indicates that laboratory, simulation and on-road

ethods each have a distribution of studies that range from
ow to exceptional quality. In other words, no single method
as necessarily cornered the research market on either good or
ad quality. However, study research quality could be coded
n the future (Wortman, 1994). Bayesian meta-analysis (Louis
nd Zelterman, 1994) may further clarify effect size differences
cross methods.
Based on the conversation target analysis, talking with either
passenger or a person on a cell phone had approximately equal
osts on RT performance. Naturalistic conversation tasks have
een used more frequently in the literature since 2003 than in the

n
o
n
h
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ast. However, Shinar et al. (2005) argue that mobile phone con-
ersations, as used by researchers, are not necessarily indicative
f real conversations because cognitive tasks impose a higher
orkload on drivers than ordinary talking. These authors found

hat cognitive tasks used by researchers had a higher mental
orkload and performance cost than naturalistic conversation.

n contrast to this assertion, the moderator analyses in the current
nalysis indicate that word and number cognitive tasks appear
o produce no greater or lesser cost to RT performance than
aturalistic conversations.

. Future research

In a broader context, driver distraction is the transient redirec-
ion of attention from the task of driving to any thought, activity,
vent or object (Caird and Dewar, 2007), and in addition to
obile phones, includes in-vehicle information systems, such as

avigation and entertainment systems (Angell et al., 2006). For
nstance, visual tasks that require the driver to look away from
he roadway to interact with a device affect measures of lateral
ehicle control (e.g., standard deviation of lane position) and
lance behavior (e.g., percent time off road). When one’s eyes
re off the road and one’s hands are off the wheel, a common
esult is a degradation of hazard detection and lateral vehicle
ontrol (Chisholm et al., 2008; Horrey et al., 2006). Dialing and
eaching for a mobile phone in a purse or briefcase are relevant
xamples of visual and physical distraction imposed by these
pecific cell phone tasks (Fuse et al., 2001; Tijerina et al., 1996).
n contrast, talking on the phone imposes a non-uniform cogni-
ive workload that is dependent on emotional intensity and task
emands. Consequently, there is a different pattern of decre-
ents associated with conversing. Conversation may constrain

he breadth of search (e.g., Recarte and Nunes, 2000, 2003),
he depth of attentional processing with an area of interest (e.g.,
trayer et al., 2003), and increase RT to hazards (Tables 2 and 5).
isual scanning of peripheral sources of information, such as

ide and rearview mirrors and the speedometer is reduced while
ognitively engaged, whereas more glances are made to the road
entre, perhaps to preserve vehicle control (Recarte and Nunes,
000, 2003). Lateral control is less affected.

Surprisingly, a research knowledge gap exists with respect to
ell phone dialing and handheld phones. Handheld phones are
sed by the overwhelming majority of drivers (Glassbrenner,
005), even when legislation does not permit their use while
riving (McEvoy et al., 2005). Based on this meta-analysis,
esearch has overwhelmingly focused on hands-free use (k = 37)
nd much less so on handheld phones (k = 5). We do not neces-
arily know why researchers focused on the former and not the
atter.

The original scope of this meta-analysis was intended to
nclude the effects of dialing on driving performance. However,
nly two studies had sufficient statistical information to include
n an analysis (Chisholm et al., 2006; Lamble et al., 1999). A

umber of authors were contacted, but many did not respond to
ur requests and as a result a dialing task meta-analysis could
ot be performed. Increased lane variability and lane excursions
ave been observed. In a naturalistic study, removal of the hands
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*#Beede, K.E., Kass, S.J., 2005. Engrossed in conversation: the impact of cell
phones on simulated driving performance. Accident Analysis and Prevention
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rom the steering wheel was more likely while talking on a cell
hone, dialing or answering (Stutts et al., 2005). Dialing has
een found to affect lateral vehicle control due to biomechani-
al interference with steering (Brookhuis et al., 1991; Tijerina et
l., 1996). Dialing numbers on a handheld also requires drivers
o look at the device before each number or button sequence
s pushed and when initiating a call. As the number of digits
o be dialed increases, the number of glances to the phone also
ncreases. Glance frequency and glance duration to dial a num-
er affects drivers’ capability to scan for hazards and respond to
hem (Green, 2007). Based on the above, future empirical and
eta-analytic studies may wish to focus on the effects of dialing

or visual distractions) on driving performance.
Glance or eye movement measures while using cell phones

ould not be synthesized because of measurement variability
cross studies; typical measures include fixation duration, fixa-
ion frequency, percent eyes off road time, horizontal and vertical
aze variability, pupil diameter and proportion of glances to spe-
ific areas of interest (AOI) (e.g., mirrors, roadway, hazards).
ata quality from video based records, “automated” eye track-

ng systems and the use of dissimilar measures are issues that
eed to be resolved (ISO, 2002; Green, 2007). As additional
esults are published on glance behavior, combining the effect
izes across studies would be useful for understanding the basic
echanisms by which performance declines while conversing,

ialing and answering. The hypothesis that holding a handheld
hone to one side of the face may limit scanning and detection
n that visual field on the same side has not been sufficiently
xplored.

Meta-analysis can also be applied to odds ratios (Woodward,
005), such as those used to estimate crash risk when using a
ell phone (McEvoy et al., 2005). Combining effect sizes from
pidemiological studies, given that there are so few of sufficient
uality, will be important for establishing a conclusive estimate
f crash risk. In general, the presence of a handheld or hands-
ree phone increases crash risk by about four times (McEvoy et
l., 2005; Redelmeier and Tibshirani, 1997).

Because of the perceived importance of driver distraction, the
hreshold of acceptance to journals appears to be lower for stud-
es addressing the impact of cell phones or other distractions on
riving. Remarkably, many prominent journals, including this
ne, do not uniformly require authors to provide complete sta-
istical or methodological information. Editors, reviewers and
uthors should be required to correct these oversights. Calls
or greater statistical accountability of published studies have
one unheeded despite the laments of researchers (e.g., Horrey
nd Wickens, 2006; Rosenthal, 1995). Determining that single
egree of freedom statistical tests and null results are reported
s important for meta-analysts who seek to resolve conflicting
esults or provide clear outcomes concerning contentious issues.
roviding sufficient details about experimental manipulations
nd precise measurement definitions rarely meet the criterion of
eplication. To replicate a study, sufficient detail must be pro-

ided such that it could be repeated by carefully following the
ethod description. Methodological and statistical details are

sually the first and second locations where authors trim infor-
ation to meet word and page limits of conference proceedings

w
s
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nd journals. We argue that the long-winded introductions and
peculative interpretations should be cut first. However, doing so
ill require authors to consider the parsimony of their rationale

nd interpretations. Given that many traffic safety descriptions
nd solutions have the potential to either save or take lives, meta-
nalyses may provide a more accurate estimation of the scope
f problems or the relative effectiveness of treatments.
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